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Abstract 

 
A Cross-Dialectical Comparison of Epistemic Modals of Possibility in 

Spoken Arabic 

 

Ethan Alexander Cooper, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2014 

 

Supervisor:  Kristen Brustad 

 

This paper examines three dialects of spoken Arabic: Egyptian, Iraqi, and Levantine, 

which each contain in their respective lexica certain sentential modal expressions.  I 

analyze patterns of usage of these modal expressions by looking at the degree to which 

the expressions can be considered interpersonal – that is, the degree to which their use 

emphasizes the relationship of the speaker and hearer to the propositional content that he 

or she is uttering. Ultimately, I conclude that across the dialects of Arabic modals that 

serve an interpersonal function are considered more objective and appear in contexts that 

call for propositional content. This contrasts with English, in which modals that serve an 

interpersonal function do not appear in such contexts.
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Introduction 

 

 This paper is an examination of patterns and trends in the contextual usage of certain 

common modal operators in spoken Arabic. Specifically, it compares different dialects of spoken 

Arabic in how they use those particular expressions of epistemic possibility which are common 

to the lexicons of each of those dialects. These expressions are mumkin, yimkin, yiʒu:z, and 

ʒa:yiz, which are all used (albeit with minor phonological or morphological variations) in spoken 

Egyptian, Levantine, and Iraqi Arabic. These operators have been the subject of previous study, 

notably by Mitchell and El-Hassan (1994), who take a syntactic approach with some discussion 

of the ambiguity arising from epistemic or deontic interpretations of the Arabic modal operators. 

Their analysis also contains some discussion about some syntactic and semantic issues arising 

from the interaction of modal particles and negation particles. However, their analysis does not 

seriously attempt to explain the distribution of the respective modals in different contexts or 

mention contexts in which one modal particle is judged acceptable and another is not. The 

analysis asserts that certain modals refer to higher levels of likelihood than others, although no 

real evidence is brought to bear on this particular point. 

In contrast, this paper will focus on the semantics and pragmatics of Arabic epistemic 

modality with focus on contexts that display distributional asymmetries, for example, those in 

which speakers allow the use of mumkin but reject yimkin. I aim to show that the framework that 

best explains the usage of epistemic modal operators is that of the functional grammar developed 

by Halliday (1970) and later Dik (1989). Dik in particular established a framework for the 

semantics of modality whereby a modal’s meaning could be classified as either inherent, 
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subjective, or objective. I will show how the distribution of the aforementioned Arabic 

expressions is based upon subjective or objective epistemic modal meanings, and to what extent 

this varies from dialect to dialect. I will also argue that notions of objectivity and subjectivity in 

epistemic modality differ in Arabic from English. The primary method for investigating this 

question is informal conversations with native speakers of Egyptian, Levantine and Iraqi Arabic, 

who provided felicity judgments of sentences that used these modals in different contexts. 
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Section 1. Approaches to the semantics-pragmatics of epistemic modality 

 

Epistemic modality is the grammatical phenomenon by which languages express a possible or 

necessary state of affairs based on conclusions drawn from what is known by a contextually 

relevant set of people. In the linguistics literature there are two basic ways of treating epistemic 

modality. The first is a completely semantic treatment rooted in predicate logic, in which 

epistemic modal operators reliably contribute to the truth conditions of the full utterance, and the 

second is a pragmatic treatment in which the modal expression is to be considered separately 

from the proposition that it scopes over. We will see that the second treatment is useful in 

explaining why speakers use certain modals in certain contexts even if they appear to be 

semantically equivalent. 

 

1.1. Possible-worlds logical approach 

 Kratzer (1981) proposes a well-known semantic framework which covers all 

interpretations of modal operators, not just epistemic modality. In Kratzer’s account, the 

semantic content of modal operators such as may and must can be defined using truth-conditional 

semantics, using the concept of possible worlds. The definitions are as follows: 

 

 [[may φ]]c, i = 1 iff ∃w′ ∈ fc(i): [[φ]]c, <w′, ti> = 1. 

 [[must φ]]c, i = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ fc(i): [[φ]]c, <w′, ti> = 1. 

 

 (where c is the context of utterance and i is an index of evaluation consisting of a  
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 pair of an evaluation world w′ and an evaluation time ti.  fc  is a function supplied 

from the context assigning to the evaluation world and the evaluation time a set of 

accessible worlds)  

 

 In other words, the expression fc represents the conversational background, a function 

based on the mutually understood context and which determines which worlds are accessible in 

relation to the one in which the speaker is presently making the utterance. For example, if the 

context makes it clear that the conversational background is deontic, then the set of accessible 

worlds consists of those in which norms and rules are followed. If the conversational background 

is epistemic, then the set of accessible worlds consists of those which conform to known facts. A 

modal of possibility expresses the truth condition that in at least one of those worlds, the 

proposition over which the modal has scope holds true. A modal of necessity expresses the truth 

condition that the proposition holds true in all of those worlds.  

 Kratzer also addresses the category of weak necessity, as is expressed by an English 

phrase like ought to or probably. In this category, the accessible worlds are ordered or ranked 

according to an ordering source. This ordering source is a set of propositions A, which are 

determined by the conversational background. For example, for a deontic conversational 

background the propositions would be those which define morally acceptable behavior given 

some particular circumstances1. If there are two worlds w and z, world w is at least as least as 

                                                
1. The notion of the ordering source is meant as a solution to the so-called Good Samaritan 
Paradox. Since modal logic holds that for any propositions p and q, if p entails q, then “it is 
necessary that p” entails “it is necessary that q.” Thus a proposition like Assistance should be 
given to the victims of robbery would entail There should be victims of robbery. The ordering 
source avoids this problem by positing that there is a contextually-determined bundle of 
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close to the ideal as world z is if all the propositions of A that are true in z also hold true in w. An 

epistemic modal of weak necessity like ought to expresses that the proposition holds in all of the 

most highly-ranked worlds. Kratzer gives the following formula for comparative possibility: 

 

 A proposition p is more possible than a proposition q in a world w in view of a 

modal base (= conversational background E.C.) f and an ordering source g if, and 

only if, the following conditions are satisfied: 

 (i)  For every accessible q-world there is an accessible p-world which is at  

 least as close to the ideal. 

 (ii) There is an accessible p-world for which there is no accessible q-world  

 which is at least as close to the ideal. 

 

The categories of necessity, weak necessity, and possibility may be referred to as the modal force 

of the expression. 

 What is important to remember is that in Kratzer’s program the modals are always an 

integral part of the overall truth-conditions of the entire utterance. The schematics of the program 

provide us with a means of assigning truth or falsity to a proposition including a sentential 

modal, such as John must be rich, which is true if, given an epistemic conversational 

background, John is rich in every epistemically accessible world. The proposition John should be 

rich under an epistemic reading likewise has a truth-value of one just in case John’s being rich is 

                                                                                                                                                       
propositions which presuppose that there are victims of robbery and which are then used to rank 
worlds deontically. For more discussion of this see Portner (2011).  
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true in the most ideal worlds, that is, the worlds where the propositions that most logically follow 

from what is known about John’s circumstances hold true.  

Since all modals in this approach, from slight possibility to possibility to weak necessity 

to absolute necessity can be defined according to possible-worlds logic, there is no reason to 

think that certain epistemic modal operators would be acceptable in a certain grammatical 

context and others would be unacceptable2. We would not expect, for example, for a context in 

English to allow possible and forbid probable. Yet in spoken Arabic we do see contexts that 

allow certain modals and not others, which a strictly semantic approach cannot explain. For 

example, Egyptian exhibits the following contrast between modal operators mumkin and yimkin: 

(1) a. law ʕali mumkin yi:gi          xad         ba:l-ak        

  if    Ali  possible come.3sg take.IMP mind-POSS.2msg 

  ‘If Ali might come, watch out’ 

 

 b. *law ʕali yimkin  yi:gi          xad         ba:l-ak    

   if     Ali possible come.3sg take.IMP mind-POSS.2msg 

  ‘If Ali might come, watch out’ 

The semantic framework of Kratzer does not provide any motivation for such a contrast, so we 

must look elsewhere to explain the sentences in (1). 

 

1.2. Functional grammar approach 
                                                
2. By saying “grammatical context” I mean to exclude from the discussion contexts that are 
logically impossible because of conflicting modals, e.g. John possibly will come and John 
possibly will not come is acceptable, but #John probably will come and John probably won’t 
come is not. 
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 On the other hand, in the functional grammar outlined by Halliday (1970), a different 

approach is taken which will help explain this contrast. In this approach the communicative 

content of an utterance is not limited to what can be represented by logical semantics, and thus 

we may see pragmatic motivations for choosing a particular modal and not another.  

According to Halliday, the grammar of a particular utterance may display three elements 

representing different functions of linguistic communication:  

 

1. The ideational function, which Halliday associates with the literal content of the utterance, i.e. 

the truth-conditional information that the speaker wishes to express. 

2. The interpersonal function, by which the speaker conveys or makes prominent his or her role 

in the transmission of this content, as well the role of the addressee in receiving this content. The 

application of this function corresponds to what is called illocutionary force in the speech-act 

theory of Austin (1975), that is, what effect the speaker intends to have on the addressee 

independent of the literal semantics of the utterance. 

3. The textual function which considers the context of the utterance in the larger discourse and 

structures the message accordingly, such as making a new topic grammatically prominent, taking 

advantage of mutual presuppositions of the speaker and addressee, using pronouns to refer to 

entities which are mutually understood, etc. 

 

Halliday broadly considers epistemic modal operators not to be part of the ideational content, but 

rather to be an interpersonal element which conveys the speaker’s level of confidence in the truth 

of the proposition over which the modal has scope. Says Halliday, “modality is a form of 
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participation by the speaker in the speech event. Through modality, the speaker associates with 

the thesis an indication of its status and validity in his own judgment” (1970: 335). Since 

epistemic modality is merely a way for the speaker to express his or her commitment to the 

proposition, it is then to be considered something outside the proposition, or 

“extrapropositional,” with the modal operators not actually adding truth conditions of their own 

to the proposition itself.  

Lyons (1977) agrees that epistemic modal operators are often not part of the ideational 

content of an utterance, but sometimes can be, depending on the context. Lyons refines this 

thought further by introducing a distinction in epistemic modality, that of the subjectivity or the 

objectivity of the speaker’s declaration. This distinction is based upon the nature of the evidence 

that the speaker brings to bear in making a judgment. Lyons illustrates this with (2): 

 

(2)  Alfred may be unmarried. 

 

Depending on factors of context and intonation, the utterance is (2) is ambiguous. A speaker may 

utter this as a pure speculative guess, that is, the speaker has no empirical knowledge that Alfred 

is unmarried nor does he or she have knowledge that Alfred is married. If that is the case, then 

the use of may is essentially indicating that the speaker is retreating from any commitment to the 

proposition. Clearly, the function of may would then be interpersonal, serving to highlight the 

speaker’s relationship to the message and how the speaker should receive the message rather 

than being an integral part of the message’s content. However, the quality of the utterance is 

different for Lyons if the speaker has some kind of positive evidence for the claim. If the speaker 
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has definite knowledge that Alfred belongs to a community of ninety people and thirty of those 

people are known to be unmarried, then the speaker is making a claim that there is a real and 

quantifiable (one in three) possibility of Alfred’s being unmarried. Rather than retreating from 

commitment the speaker is making a positive assertion about the definite existence of a 

possibility based on extant and available facts, and this assertion is at the very heart of the 

message itself. Therefore we must understand the English modal operator may as being 

ambiguous depending on the nature of the speaker’s commitment. If the speaker retreats from 

commitment to the proposition as in the first reading of (2) where the speaker knows nothing 

about Alfred’s marital status, then may is a subjective epistemic modal operator because the 

speaker is expressing that the possibility exists purely from his or her own viewpoint. If the 

speaker positively asserts and commits to a possibility, then may is an objective epistemic modal 

operator because the existence of a possibility is a logical conclusion that anyone might draw 

based on the available facts. 

 In Egyptian Arabic, the two readings of (2) can be respectively translated by the 

sentences in (3), where (3a) represents the subjective reading and (3b) represents the objective 

reading. 

(3) a. Alfred yimkin    yiku:n    mitgawwiz 

  Alfred possible be.3msg married 

  ‘Alfred may be married’ (speculation) 

 b. Alfred mumkin    yiku:n    mitgawwiz 

  Alfred possible be.3msg married 

  ‘Alfred may be married’ (speaker demonstrates commitment) 
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In (3a) the speaker retreats from commitment and expresses with yimkin that the possibility 

exists because he or she does not know otherwise, the modal expression thus falling under 

Lyons’s category of subjectivity. In (3b) the speaker makes a stronger commitment, which 

corresponds to the category of objectivity; however we will see below that mumkin is strongly 

associated with the interpersonal function in Halliday’s grammar and tends to raise the profile of 

the speaker’s role in the conversation. This contrast between the uses of mumkin and yimkin will 

be developed throughout this paper. 

 As Lyons points out (Lyons 1977: 793), the notion of the ambiguity seen in (2) hardly 

originates with the theory of functional grammar; there has long been a tradition in semantics 

that puts epistemic modality in a category apart from alethic, or purely logical, modality. The 

advantages of such a distinction can be seen especially with necessity modals. A speaker who 

looks down at a map and then up at a building and says this must be Calhoun Hall is saying 

something intuitively weaker than this is Calhoun Hall; by using the epistemic modal of 

necessity must the speaker is signaling to the addressee that this is a real-time mental conclusion 

based on the speaker’s map-reading abilities which are not infallible. There appears to be a 

degree of subjectivity to the speaker’s utterance, and so rather than understanding the must in 

terms of being an integral part of the semantics of the speaker’s sentence, we should understand 

it in interpersonal terms and as a marker of subjectivity; perhaps the speaker wishes to appear 

deferent and humble in presenting the message, or the speaker wishes to save face in case the 

content of the message turns out to be false, or the speaker wishes to invite the addressee to 

challenge the conclusion, etc. Arabic speakers have the same intuitions about the modal of 
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obligation la:zim, where  da la:zim yiku:n Calhoun ‘this must be Calhoun’ is weaker statement 

than the sentence with no modal, da Calhoun ‘this is Calhoun.’ 

 On the other hand, a mathematician completing a proof may say something like these 

angles must be congruent and this seems no less strong than merely saying these angles are 

congruent. The differences in the quality of the modal can be seen in conditional sentences, 

where (4) is strange but (5) seems possible. 

 

(4)  ?If this must be Calhoun Hall, I’d like to go in right away. 

(5)  If these angles must be congruent (logically), then these lines must be parallel. 

 

The difference in the felicity of (4) and (5) is consistent with the notion that subjective epistemic 

modals are, as Halliday claimed, extrapropositional and are not bound to specific truth 

conditions. In a conditional if-then statement, we expect the antecedent, that is the material in the 

if-clause, to be something that has clear conditions for being true or false. Conditional sentences 

are therefore useful tests for whether some expression has definite truth conditions or not. In (4) 

the subjective must is an indicator of speaker uncertainty and a softening of the speaker’s 

commitment; the utterance is therefore not of the right type for the context. In (5) we know that 

the modal must is an indication that mathematical logic strictly dictates that things cannot be 

otherwise, and in the narrow context of this proof it is rock-solid evidence. The modal must is 

therefore expressing the truth condition that the proposition holds true in all worlds accessible by 

mathematical logic, and so this use of must is perfectly natural in a context where a truth-

conditional proposition is required. It is therefore equivalent to expressions such as it is certain 
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that or it is necessary that. This is a clear case where subjective and objective modalities have 

asymmetrical levels of acceptability in a particular grammatical context. 

 

1.3 Categories of epistemic modality reflected in grammar 

 More recent analyses in the framework of functional grammar such as Dik (1989) locate 

epistemic modality in three distinct categories, inherent, subjective, and objective. Inherent 

modality is based on innate qualities of the referents of the semantic components of the utterance 

and is not based on specific knowledge of other persons about those referents. Subjective and 

objective modality are based on such knowledge.  

Nuyts (2001), and Papafragou (2005), among others, have attempted to show that, in fact, 

the relevant subjective-objective distinction is really a distinction between conclusions based on 

knowledge held by the speaker alone and conclusions based on knowledge held by the speaker 

and others, such as the speaker and hearer, or the speaker and the community at large. When the 

epistemic modal is construed to be based on the knowledge of people besides the speaker, this is 

objective. When construed as based on the knowledge of only the speaker, this is subjective.  

Both Nuyts and Papafragou point out that utterances of subjective epistemic modality 

carry a degree of performativity characteristic of certain speech acts, e.g. I conclude that… and 

hence the modals are not truth-conditional. That is not the case with utterances of objective 

epistemic modality, which are declaratives about what others think and are not performative, and 

hence are truth-conditional. This distinction is seen in (6) and (7) below, where (6) is unnatural 

but (7) might plausibly be spoken by an archaeologist:  
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(6)  ??If I conclude this must be the site of the ancient city, I’d like to start digging. 

(7)  If my colleagues conclude this must be the site of the ancient city, I’d like to start 

digging. 

 

On this basis, Papafragou proposes a semantics that captures the truth-conditional nature of 

objective epistemic modality: 

 

 [[may φ]]c, i = 1 iff ∀x ∈ Gc: ∃w′ ∈ fx(i): [[φ]]c, <w′, ti> = 1. 

 

Here Gc is the contextually-supplied group, that is, the group whose knowledge is relevant given 

the context of the utterance. The expression fx denotes the set of accessible worlds based on the 

knowledge of the members of the group G. Papafragou notes that Kratzer’s conversational 

background function, which extrapolates from the context of the conversation what set of worlds 

is under discussion, is not present in this definition, and therefore the definition is limited to the 

epistemic sense of may only. 

 For Papafragou, there is no similar schema for the truth conditions of subjective 

epistemic possibility. This is why (4) is not natural. MacFarlane (2003) notes that some 

philosophers have, in fact, held that subjective epistemic modality can be truth-conditional, 

where the truth of an utterance containing a subjective epistemic possibility modal such as maybe 

or might depends on the identity of the speaker speaking the utterance. (MacFarlane refers to this 

theory as contextual solipsism.) The idea is that the truth of an utterance of the form maybe X is 

determined according to who utters it and what he or she knows at the time of the utterance. 
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Therefore, Alfred may be unmarried is true if spoken by someone who knows Alfred very 

distantly but false if spoken by Alfred’s wife. MacFarlane rejects that claim and as evidence 

provides the example in (8): 

 

(8) Sally: Joe might be in Boston. 

 George: No, he can’t be in Boston. I just saw him an hour ago in Berkeley. 

 Sally: Okay, then, scratch that. I was wrong. (MacFarlane 2003: 148) 

 

MacFarlane points out that for Sally to say “I was wrong” is curious, if indeed the meaning of 

might in Joe might be in Boston is such that the truth of the utterance should be indexed to the 

identity of Sally and evaluated based on what Sally knew when she spoke the utterance. If that 

were the case, then Sally was not wrong (and the utterance was not false), assuming that she did 

not have access to the same knowledge that George had. A solution to this problem is to interpret 

the conversation in the following way: Sally initially makes a subjectively epistemic claim, but 

then when she is confronted with an objectively epistemic claim, she re-evaluates her original 

claim from the objectively epistemic perspective. Von Fintel and Gillies suggest that any speaker 

who makes an epistemic claim “is responsible for the fact that their statement could be 

interpreted with respect to a group G that is much bigger” (2004: 127). Therefore we maintain 

that subjective epistemic modality cannot be expressed in terms of truth conditions and it does 

not contribute to truth-conditional content.  

In Arabic, as we will see in section 6 below, speakers do not easily relinquish the position 

that they took in their original epistemic evaluation. Egyptian speakers claim that it is not 
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idiomatic to say something like ʔana ɣaltʕa:n ‘I’m wrong’ when confronted with information 

that contradicts an earlier epistemic evaluation. It is more common to say something like da ʔilli 

ʕirift ‘that’s what I knew/learned/found out’ or da ʔilli ftakart ‘that’s what I believed.’ 

 Having seen that subjective and objective epistemic modality have different underlying 

semantic characteristics, we now look at the grammar on the surface. In both English and Arabic, 

certain features of the language, including the lexicon, do show a difference between how 

objective and subjective epistemic modality may be expressed. In (2) the English modal 

possibility operator may was ambiguous between these two types of epistemic modality, but the 

same is not true for other modals, such the English modal can. It is obvious that can is used to 

express inherent ability in English; however in certain contexts it can be epistemic, as well. The 

critic’s monologue from the 2007 animated film Ratatouille discusses an ambiguity arising from 

an utterance with can: 

 

(9)  ‘In the past, I have made no secret of my disdain for Chef Gusteau’s famous motto 

 ‘Anyone can cook.’ But I realize, only now do I truly understand what he meant. Not  

 everyone can become a great artist, but a great artist can come from anywhere.’ (Bird  

 2007) 

 

As the monologue states, the utterance anyone can cook is ambiguous. The first reading, rejected 

as a false claim by the critic, is an inherent ability reading, whereby all persons are such that in 

some world among the set of worlds representing all possible eventualities or realizations of 

possibility, they cook. The knowledge of the speaker or anyone else is irrelevant to the truth 
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conditions of that reading. The other reading, which the critic accepts, is that all persons are such 

that no individual or community of individuals collectively has a priori knowledge that they 

cannot cook, i.e. that this is unknowable. This reading also has clear truth conditions. If the 

speaker belonged to a community in which there were omniscient people who could immediately 

intuit anyone’s cooking ability, the utterance would be false. This ambiguity of this particular 

modal utterance is very clearly an ambiguity between inherent ability and objective epistemic 

readings. However, it seems difficult and strained to get a reading of anyone can cook in which 

can is interpreted as subjective and referring to speaker’s knowledge alone, unless this is made 

explicit, for example, by putting the proposition within the scope of an unambiguous qualifier of 

subjective epistemic modality, perhaps something like as far as I can ever tell, anyone can cook. 

Indeed, (10) appears to be an unacceptable contradiction, much like Sally’s position in (8) is 

untenable when the knowledge of others is introduced. 

 

(10) ??Anyone can cook. But my friend knows immediately when someone can’t cook.  

 

So, the example of the utterance anyone can cook is one where, of the three categories of 

modality in Dik’s functional grammar, the inherent and objective readings are possible and the 

subjective reading is highly forced if not impossible. The operator can is suitable for inherent 

ability and objective epistemic modality and not subjective epistemic modality. 

 Like the English modal can, the Arabic modal mumkin can be used both as an expression 

of inherent ability and epistemic modality. On the other hand, as a sentential operator ga:yiz is 
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only capable of expressing epistemic modality Mitchell and El-Hassan discuss the following 

Egyptian sentences (1994: 48): 

 

(11) ig-gine:     mumkin yitxaffadʕ 

 the-pound possible be.devalued.3msg 

 ‘The pound might be devalued’ OR ‘The pound is subject to devaluation’ 

 

(12) ig-gine:    ga:yiz    yitxaffadʕ 

 the-pound possible be.devalued.3msg 

 ‘The pound might be devalued’  

 

The claim is that in (11) the modal mumkin can express an inherent reading as well as a non-

inherent one, i.e. either that the pound has the innate property of being subject to devaluation 

irrespective of the knowledge of any particular persons, or alternatively that, based on what is 

known about the conditions of the present world, it could be the case that pound is devalued. In 

(12) ga:yiz is only capable of expressing the latter, non-inherent reading. 

Other examples where natural language grammar seemingly differentiates between 

subjective and objective epistemic modality include the pair possibly and it is possible that 

(Verstraete 2001), where the adverb possibly is more strongly associated with a subjective 

reading and it is possible is more strongly associated with an objective reading. Maybe also 

belongs to the category of adverbs in English, and it also does not sound natural in conditional 

contexts such as (13) below, from Papafragou (2004): 
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(13) ?If John will maybe get drunk, I won’t go to the party. 

(14) If it is possible that John will get drunk, I won’t go to the party. 

 

Again, as in the contrasts seen in the conditional tests in (4-7), here (13) is not quite as natural-

seeming as (14) because the sentence in the antecedent clause tends to have a subjective reading 

thanks to the presence of maybe, which clashes with the need for an ideational proposition with 

clear truth conditions that can be assessed in the context of a conditional. In addition, Nuyts 

(2001) has further examples taken from Dutch and German corpora where the subjective-

objective distinction manifests itself lexically. We also saw the contrast in the functions of 

Egyptian mumkin (an adjective) and yimkin (a non-conjugating verb) in (3). 

There is significant evidence, therefore, that subjective epistemic possibility is 

distinguishable from objective epistemic possibility in how it manifests itself in lexical choices 

or grammar generally, and how it may be interpreted in different contexts. 
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Section 2. Arabic epistemic modal operators 

  

2.1 Arabic modals in Standard Arabic vs. Colloquial Arabic 

 

In general, different varieties of Arabic share certain modals in their respective lexica, 

with some minor morphological and phonological variation. 

This paper discusses the following modals: 

 

Modern Standard Egyptian Iraqi Levantine 

yumkin yimkin yimkin yimkin 

mumkin mumkin mumkin mumkin 

yaʒu:z ygu:z yʤu:z biyʒu:z 

ʒa:ʔiz ga:yiz ʤa:yiz * 

 Table 1: Modals in Standard and Colloquial Arabic 

 

2.1.a yumkin/yimkin 

 

In Modern Standard Arabic, yumkin is a present-tense verb invariably conjugated for the third 

person masculine singular, meaning “it is possible.” It may be followed by a verbal noun which 

functions as an infinitive as in (15) or as a matrix verb with an embedded clause as in (16).  
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(15) yumkin-u     ziya:rat-u       l-matħaf-i              min  al-ʔiθne:n ʔila s-sabt 

 be.possible  to.visit-NOM the.museum-GEN from Monday    to   Saturday 

 ‘It is possible to visit the museum from Monday to Saturday’ 

 

(16) yumkin-u             ʔan       yazu:r-a            masʔu:lu:n kuwaytiyyu:n al-ʕira:q 

 be.possible.IND  COMP visit.3m-SUBJ  officials      Kuwaiti          Iraq 

 ‘Kuwaiti officials might visit Iraq’ 

 

The modal can also express the inherent ability of some entity when the verb takes that entity as 

a direct object or takes as a complement a preposition phrase consisting of li- and the entity: 

  

(17) a. yumkin-u            li-l-marʔat-i                ʔan       taktum-a                  sirr-an 

  be.possible.IND for-the-woman-GEN  COMP conceal.3fsg-SUBJ secret-ACC 

  ‘A woman can keep a secret’ 

 

 b. yumkin-u-ha              ʔan       taktum-a                  sirr-an 

  be.possible-IND-her COMP  conceal.3fsg-SUBJ secret-ACC 

  ‘She can keep a secret’ 
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c. yumkin-u-ha           katm-u                 sirr-in 

  be.possible-IND-her to.conceal-NOM secret-GEN 

  ‘She can keep a secret’ 

 

In the dialects discussed in this paper, yumkin or yimkin can serve as a sentential modal that 

scopes over an entire preposition, as in the following Egyptian sentence from the dictionary of 

Hinds and Badawi (1986: 830): 

 

(18) yimkin    mira:t-u                 b-tiʃrab              siga:yir 

 possible  woman-POSS.3sg IND-drink.3fsg cigarettes 

 ‘Perhaps his wife smokes’  

 

2.1.b mumkin 

 

The word mumkin is morphologically the active participle of the verb yumkin. It may be used as 

an attributive or predicative adjective.  

 

(19) a. afdʕal-u                         tʕari:qat-in     mumkin-at-in 

  good.ELATIVE-NOM method-GEN possible-FEM-GEN 

  ‘the best possible method’ 
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b. at-taswiyat-u                 la:    taza:lu       mumkin-at-an 

  the-compromise-NOM NEG cease.3fsg possible-FEM-ACC 

  ‘compromise is still possible’ 

 

The construction min al-mumkin is used, like yumkin, with a complementizer, as a matrix clause: 

(20) min   al-mumkin   ʔan      yazu:r-a            masʔu:lu:n kuwaytiyyu:n al-ʕira:q 

 from the-possible COMP visit.3m-SUBJ officials      Kuwaiti          Iraq 

 ‘Kuwaiti officials might visit Iraq’ 

 

In colloquial dialects the adjective mumkin by itself is used as a sentential modal, as in the Iraqi 

example in (21): 

 

(21) mumkin  asa:fir       ba:tʃir 

 possible  travel.1sg tomorrow 

 ‘I might travel tomorrow’ 

 

2.1.c yaʒu:z 

 

The verb yaʒu:z, which like yumkin is invariably conjugated for third person masculine singular, 

is used in Standard Arabic as a deontic modal in the context of religious, legal or other rule-

based systems. 
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(22) hal                 yaju:z-u                     ʔakl-u           laħm-i        l-xayl 

 QUESTION  be.permissible-IND   to.eat-NOM meat-GEN the-horse 

 ‘Is it permissible [i.e. in the relevant religion] to eat horse meat?’ 

 

In colloquial Arabic, variations of yaʒu:z may be a modal of possibility or a deontic modal. The 

deontic reading is particularly salient when the verb is followed by a dative clitic, as in the 

Egyptian sentence in (19): 

 

(23) ʔir-ra:gul yigu:z-lu                            ʔarbaʕ sitta:t 

 the-man   be.permissible-DAT.3msg four     women  

 ‘A man is permitted four wives’ 

 

Egyptian speakers report that the focus of the modal through the dative clitic means that (20) is 

not the equivalent of (19): 

 

(24) *ʔarbaʕ sitta:t    yigu:z-ilhum                   ra:gul wa:ħid 

    four    women  be.permissible-DAT.3pl man     one 

   ‘Four women may be married to one man’ 

 

Likewise, forms of yaʒu:z with a dative clitic complement is not used with non-human entities: 

(25) a. wa:ħid masi:ħi   yigu:z-lu                              yiʃtaɣal      yo:m al-gumʕa 

  one      Christian be.permissible-DAT.3msg work.3msg day   Friday 
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  ‘A Christian may work on Friday’ 

 

  b. *yo:m al-gumʕa yigu:z-lu           yku:n        yo:m ʃuɣl  l-wa:ħid masi:ħi 

   day    Friday     be.permissible-DAT.3msg day   work for-one  Christian 

  ‘Friday may be a work day for a Christian’ 

 

However, without the dative clitic, yaʒu:z is merely a sentential modal, therefore if propositions 

p and q are semantically equivalent, then yaʒu:z p is semantically equivalent to yaʒu:z q; unlike 

what we saw in (23-25), (26a-b) are both felicitous and equivalent. 

 

(26) a. yigu:z     miʃ     ha-tiwsʕal           bukra 

  possible  NEG  FUT-arrive.3fsg tomorrow 

  ‘She may not arrive tomorrow’ 

 

 b. yigu:z       wusʕul-ha               miʃ    ha-yibʔa                 bukra 

  possible  arrival-POSS.3fsg  NEG FUT-become.3msg tomorrow 

  ‘Her arrival may not be tomorrow’ 
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2.1.d ʒa:ʔiz 

 

Like mumkin, ʒa:ʔiz is in the form of the active participle of the modal verb. It is used in 

Standard Arabic as an attributive or predicative adjective meaning ‘permissible’ particularly in 

the context of religion, as in (27): 

 

(27) zawa:ʒ-u           l-misya:r-i                 ʒa:ʔiz-un               ʔiða astawfa                        

 marriage-NOM the-transience-GEN permissible-NOM if      be.fulfilled.PAST.3sg 

 ʃuru:tʕ-u      sʕiħħat-i           n-nika:ħ-i 

 conditions-NOM  validity-GEN  the-contract-GEN 

‘A transient marriage is permissible (in Islam) if the conditions of the validity of the 

contract are met’ 

 

(28) huna:ka muma:rasa:t-un ʒa:ʔiz-at-un                    ʃarʕ-an          wa   ʔin     ka:nat 

 there.are practices-NOM permissible-FEM-NOM Shari’a-ACC and when be.PAST.3fsg     

 ɣeyr-a        maqbu:l-in            iʒtima:ʕiyy-an 

 other-ACC acceptable-GEN     social-ACC 

 ‘There are practices permissible from the standpoint of Shari’a even if they are not  

 socially acceptable’ 
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As is the case with mumkin, the active participle can be used by itself as a sentential modal, and 

in this usage needs not have any deontic reading, as in this example from the Egyptian dictionary 

of Hinds and Badawi (1986: 181): 

 

(29) ga:yiz    ma     ʕagabit-huu-ʃ  

 possible NEG please.3fsg-him-NEG 

 ‘Maybe he didn’t like her’ 

 

2.2  Interpretation of colloquial Arabic modals 

In discussing the modals of spoken Arabic, Mitchell and El-Hassan (1994), in addition to 

pointing out the ambiguity of deontic vs. epistemic interpretation of the Arabic modals, suggest 

that mumkin, perhaps the most common modal operator for possibility, might differ in modal 

force from other modals: 

 

 “There is, in fact, a continuous scale of possibility/probability, a further overlapping of possibility 

and necessity. One linguist (Householder 1971:92-3) has spoken of the scale ranging from “the 

barely imaginable” to “the almost inevitable”… On the likelihood-scale, mumkin (“very likely”) 

rates higher than yimkin or gaayiz/jaayiz/žaayiz (“might be possible”)” (Mitchell and El-Hassan 

1994:47) 

 

According to this explanation, mumkin essentially belongs to Kratzer’s category of weak 

necessity, where the proposition it scopes over holds true in the most ideal epistemically 

accessible worlds according to a contextually-understood ordering source for ranking worlds. As 
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seen above in (11-12), Mitchell and El-Hassan do make a distinction between inherent and non-

inherent readings (Mitchell and El-Hassan 1994: 48) with regards to mumkin and ga:yiz. 

However, within non-inherent readings Mitchell and El-Hassan do not make any distinctions 

between objective (community knowledge) and subjective (speaker knowledge only). Yet in fact, 

the linguist cited by Mitchell and El-Hassan (Householder 1971:94) as the source for a scale of 

modal force does go on to distinguish between an utterance that consists of a propositional 

sentence plus a modal which is an “illocutionary mark” (i.e. in speech act theory, a speaker’s 

intended effect on the hearer, see Austin (1975)) and a sentence S consisting of S′ (+Mod) 

wherein “the predicational heart of an utterance may have some modality,” meaning the modality 

is an integral component of the ideational content of the utterance. This is a formulation of the 

distinction that would later be made by Lyons and Dik, yet Mitchell and El-Hassan do not make 

of this distinction in their analysis. 

However, if are to we understand the difference between mumkin on one hand, and 

yimkin, yaʒu:z, and ʒa:ʔiz on the other hand as being merely one of greater modal force 

expressed in the former modal and lesser modal force in the latter group of modals, then there is 

no reason that a certain context would allow mumkin but fail to allow, say, yimkin; since 

possible-world semantics can capture all degrees of modal force any well-formed utterance 

containing a modal expression should be equally well-formed if we substitute in a different 

modal expression which differs only in degree of modal force. 

The objective-subjective framework of functional grammar is therefore the only 

framework which is effective in explaining the distribution of certain modal operators in 

different pragmatic contexts. As we will see, there are several contexts in which native Arabic 
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speakers feel that certain of the epistemic modals under discussion are possible but others are 

not. We can only explain these divergences by looking at the way Arabic deals with subjectivity 

and objectivity in modality, and the different layers of functional grammar that these categories 

may interact with, and not by assuming differences in the degrees of modal force that the 

different modals express. This approach to Arabic sentential modality will help to explain, for 

example, this contrast that we see in Egyptian in the context of requests: 

 

(30) mumkin  ʔastilif      ʔalam 

 possible  borrow.1sg pen 

 ‘Can I borrow a pen?’ 

(31) ??yimkin  ʔastilif       ʔalam 

  possible borrow.1sg pen 

 #‘Can I borrow a pen?’ (infelicitous in the context of a request to another)  

 

One may argue that a request is based upon a deontic context to begin with, equivalent to ‘Is it 

okay if I borrow a pen?’ and that this contrast is perhaps a result of deontic versus epistemic 

modality. However, when we consider the semantics of requests, this explanation is untenable. 

For example, a possible answer to (30) is la: ‘no’ on the basis that there is no pen available, and 

therefore the requester has permission to borrow the pen but lacks ability to do so. Is a request 

then a question about ability that takes inherent and deontic factors into account? Yet a hearer 

who replies ʔaywa ‘yes’ to (30) is not at all making a statement about ability, but is actually 
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committing to an action to fulfill the request. On the other hand, (31) is not a request and 

answering affirmatively or negatively does not commit the hearer to anything. 

 I propose that the relevant distinction to make in this contrast is what Halliday described 

above as the interpersonal function versus the ideational function. Making a request makes 

prominent the relationship of speaker to hearer, rather than simply asking for information about 

the possibility of a favor being carried out. In the terminology of the semantics of Langacker 

(1985), it moves the speaker and the hearer from “offstage”, where the interlocutors are merely 

passing ideational content back and forth in the form of truth-conditional utterances to “onstage” 

where the speaker and hearer become participants who shape each other’s perception of the 

content and reinforce or shift their social roles towards each other merely by talking about said 

content. The contrast of (28) and (29) shows that Arabic modals do, in fact interact with the 

interpersonal layer of communication described in functional grammar theory. 

 

2.3 Change and variation in the category of epistemic modality  

 Traugott (1982, 1989) argues that such diachronic semantic-pragmatic change in 

modality is unidirectional, with linguistic expressions of what Halliday would term ideational or 

propositional content gradually assuming an interpersonal subjective function. For example, 

Traugott, citing Visser (1963) gives the example of the utterance this will be the Tower of 

London, I suppose (1989: 43), wherein the auxiliary verb will is being used as an expression of 

the subjectivity of the speaker’s epistemic evaluation (that is, the speaker’s less than 100% 

confidence) rather than a future marker as it is used in an utterance like the 29th will be a 

Tuesday, where the speaker has consulted a calendar and is making an objective factual 
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statement about the future. Using will to express doubt is now common usage, but Traugott 

points out that will did not occur as an expression of speaker uncertainty about the present until 

the nineteenth century. In addition to this expanded use of the auxiliary will, there are other 

verbal predicates such as say or insist which once had conveyed a directive action on the part of 

the subject, but now may be used simply to express personal opinion.  

 In discussing diachronic semantic shifts in modality, Traugott follows Palmer (1986) in 

treating subjectivity as being a fluid continuum rather than a duality, and therefore uses the terms 

‘strongly subjective’ and ‘weakly subjective’ rather than ‘subjective’ and ‘objective.’ In this case 

the auxiliary will and predicates say and insist have shifted along this continuum from serving 

only as weakly subjective epistemic modals (objective modals), to  strongly subjective epistemic 

modals. Traugott uses the following schema to illustrate the tendency exhibited by will, where 

MV = main verb, and PM = premodal (1989: 43): 

 

(32) MV > PM > deontic modal > weak epistemic modal > strong epistemic modal 

 

In Old English, will could appear as a main verb. At a later intermediate “premodal” stage it 

began to lose many properties of main verbs such as occurrence in nonfinite forms, then in its 

auxiliary form it first had only a deontic interpretation, then acquired a weakly subjective 

epistemic interpretation, then acquired a strongly subjective epistemic interpretation as seen in 

the Tower of London example, above. 

 It is not within the scope of this paper to assess whether the Arabic modals historically 

went through a similar phase, although it is perhaps significant to note that both in Standard 
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Arabic and certain constructions in Colloquial Arabic yaʒu:z has only a deontic reading, whereas 

in less grammatically restricted contexts in Colloquial Arabic yaʒu:z has an epistemic reading. 

Yet in looking at modal usage in present-day Colloquial Arabic, if it is indeed the case that 

modal operators have a common tendency to semantically shift towards the subjective over time, 

and the dialects under discussion here have shared modals in their respective lexica, then it 

stands to reason that cognate modals in some dialects might be farther along on this change than 

in others and we will see some cross-dialectical variation where a modal operator in one dialect 

is strongly subjective and its equivalent cognate modal operator in another dialect is objective. 
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Section 3. Egyptian 

 

 It can be clearly seen from the contrast below that in Egyptian, mumkin has an 

interpersonal function that yimkin, yigu:z, and gaayiz do not have, in that mumkin can be used to 

formulate immediate requests of the addressee, and the other modals cannot be, as we saw 

previously and is repeated in (33) below. As seen in (11) above, mumkin can be used in non-

interpersonal contexts, but the interpersonal reading tends to be prominent, especially in the 

context of a question as in (33a): 

 

(33) a. mumkin  ʔastilif        ʔalam-ak 

  possible borrow.1sg pen.POSS.2msg 

  Can I borrow your pen? 

 

 b. #yimkin/#yiguuz/#ga:yiz ʔastilif        ʔalam-ak 

  possible                           borrow.1sg pen.POSS.2msg 

  Can I borrow your pen? 

 

We can see the distinction between mumkin and yimkin further in (34): 

 

(34) a. mumkin  niʃu:f  il-ahra:ma:t  min    burg  il-qa:hira? 

  possible see.1pl the-pyramids from Cairo Tower 

  Shall we go see the Pyramids from Cairo Tower? (invitation/request) 
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 b. yimkin    niʃu:f  il-ahra:ma:t    min   burg il-qa:hira? 

  possible see.1pl the-pyramids from Cairo Tower 

  Is it possible for us see the Pyramids from Cairo Tower? (considering factors  

  such as the height and position of the tower, atmospheric conditions, etc.) 

 

In (34a) we see mumkin used as a way for the speaker to relate socially to the addressee, whereas 

this is not the case in (34b). Therefore, mumkin is used in such contexts to highlight the role of 

the speaker and the addressee in the event which it scopes over, with the speaker of (34a) 

essentially asserting personal willingness and inquiring if the addressee has similar feelings. The 

answer to (34a) certainly depends on the identity of the speaker and addressee. On the other 

hand, yimkin and other modals are used to highlight epistemic possibility independent of the 

personal feelings of speaker and addressee, or what could be conceived as “objective” grounds 

for epistemic modality, thus providing ideational, or truth-conditional content. The answer to 

(34b) therefore does not necessarily depend on the identity of the speaker and addressee.  

One Egyptian speaker noted that yimkin could, in fact, be used in a request context if the request 

referred to a favor to be completed significantly in the future, as in (35): 

 

(35)  ha-saafir          baʕd  ʃahr   yimkin    ʔastilif       ʕarabiyyit-ak 

         FUT-travel.1sg after month possible borrow.1sg  car-POSS.2msg 

   ‘I’m going to travel in a month, could I borrow your car?’ 
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That yimkin should become an acceptable modal for a “delayed” request that involves a 

perceived far-future speaker and far-future addressee is not surprising, since the temporal 

distance between the current speaker and addressee and their future selves mitigates the 

interpersonal function that normally would distinguish mumkin from yimkin; essentially the 

speaker is asking the addressee about a you and I that constitute completely different entities 

from the current speaker and addressee. In general, Arabic tends to conceive of the future with 

less certainty than does English; this can be seen in the culturally dominant practice of adding 

ʕinʃalʕlʕa ‘God willing’ to any expression of a future event. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

Arabic would draw a distinction between the future conception of the self and addressee and the 

current ones. 

Egyptian has another modal that may be used in making a request or query, yinfaʕ, 

which, like yimkin, takes the form of a present tense verb conjugated for third person. This modal 

has the literal meaning of ‘it benefits’, but could be also translated as ‘is it okay that’ or ‘will it 

work out fine that’, and as a sentential modal signifies that what follows is a realistic, workable, 

desirable, or acceptable state of affairs. 

  

(36) a. yinfaʕ      ʔastalaf      ʔalam-ak 

  it.benefit borrow.1sg pen-POSS.2msg 

  Is it okay/will it work if I borrow your pen? 
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 b. yinfaʕ      ʔasa:fir    wa   ʔana ħa:mil 

  it.benefit travel.1sg and  I       pregnant 

  Is it okay to travel while I’m pregnant? 

   

 c. yinfaʕ     el-metro   yiwadi:-ni                 min  el-gi:za l-ʃubra     fi  msa:fit  sa:ʕa 

  it.benefit the.metro take.2msg-OBJ.1sg from Giza     to-Shubra in distance hour 

  Is it possible for the metro to get me from Giza to Shubra in an hour? 

 

From (36a) it seems that yinfaʕ has an interpersonal function as well as more of an inherent 

ability function, as seen in (36c). However, there is a strange asymmetry, whereby Egyptian 

allows other modals to scope over yinfaʕ in a declarative sentence, but not vice versa. The first 

type of scoping is seen in the following: 

 

(37) mumkin/yimkin/ygu:z/ga:yiz  yinfaʕ      sa:mir yiʃtaɣal         maʕa ʔax-u: 

 possible             it.benefit Samir  work.3msg    with  brother-POSS.3msg 

 ‘It might be okay/work out for Samir to work with his brother.’ 

 

However, the reverse is not allowed, with yinfaʕ scoping over other modals, although the English 

equivalent in (38) is well-formed: 
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(38) ??yinfaʕ     mumkin/yimkin/ygu:z/ga:yiz sa:mir yiʃtaɣal      maʕa ʔax-u: 

    it.benefit  possible                                 Samir work.3msg with  brother.POSS.3msg 

   ‘Is it okay that Samir may work with his brother?’ 

 

 We should anticipate that subjective modals can more easily scope over objective modals 

than the reverse, because subjective modals are supposed to occupy a position outside the 

proposition and the objective modals are supposedly inside the propositional content. This 

contrast is evident in the English examples in (39): 

 

(39) a. Maybe it is possible that John is angry. 

 b. ?It is possible that maybe John is angry. 

 

The difference in acceptability between (39a) and (39b) is perhaps slight. However, Yamuza 

(2000) supplies further examples of this through analysis of Ancient Greek texts, where certain 

lexical items classified as subjective modal operators reliably occur outside, or to the left, of 

objective modal operators. Therefore, from the acceptability of (37) and non-acceptability of 

(38), we might infer that yinfaʕ is more objective than mumkin, yimkin, yigu:z, and ga:yiz. 

However, yinfaʕ is also used in personal requests as in (36a), whereas yimkin, yigu:z, and ga:yiz 

are not. Thus, we have evidence that in Egyptian, a modal which has the semantic property of 

objectivity, or perhaps the property of contribution to truth conditions, can also serve a 

interpersonal function. 
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 Now let us look at modals in conditional clauses. Recall that in conditional clauses, we 

expect whatever is in the scope of the conditional to be ideational, propositional content that is 

strictly truth-conditional, rather than an utterance which is interpersonal in its communicative 

nature. As modality is understood in functional grammar, this means that only an objective 

modal can appear in the scope of a conditional clause. Recall the following example from 

Papafragou (2004) where an adverb such as maybe codes for interpersonal subjectivity and is 

therefore strange-sounding: 

 

(13) ?If John will maybe get drunk, I will not come to the party. 

(14) If it is possible John will get drunk, I will not come to the party. 

 

In a clause beginning with law, ‘if’, Egyptians reported that a proposition scoped over by 

mumkin was slightly strange but generally acceptable, as in (39): 

 

(39)  law el-ko:n         mumkin  yiku:n    bada                      b-ʔinfiga:r    kabi:r  

 if   the-universe possible  be.3msg begin.PAST.3smg in-explosion big 

        ha-nifham                 do:r-na             fi:    izza:yy 

 FUT-understand.1pl role-POSS.1pl in-it  how 

 ‘If the universe might have begun with a big explosion, how do we understand our role in 

 it?’ 
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 On the other hand, they reported that a proposition modified by yimkin was not as good, 

and a proposition modified by ygu:z or ga:yiz was not at all acceptable in a conditional clause, as 

in the sentences in (40): 

 

(40) a. ??law el-ko:n         yimkin     yiku:n    bada                        b-ʔinfiga:r    kabi:r  

        if    the-universe possible  be.3msg begin.PAST.3smg   in-explosion big 

               ha-nifham                 do:r-na             fi:   izza:yy 

        FUT-understand.1pl role-POSS.1pl in-it how 

        ‘If the universe might have begun with a big explosion, how do we understand our  

        role in it?’ 

 

 b. *law el-ko:n         yigu:z/ga:yiz yiku:n     bada                       b-ʔinfiga:r   kabi:r  

       if    the-universe possible         be.3msg begin.PAST.3smg in-explosion big 

             ha-nifham                 do:r-na             fi:   izza:yy 

      FUT-understand.1pl role-POSS.1pl in-it how 

     ‘If the universe might have begun with a big explosion, how do we understand our role        

      in it?’ 

 

Again we have evidence that mumkin, despite its association with the interpersonal function of 

speech, comes closer to meeting the criteria set for ‘objective’ ‘truth-conditional’ modals than do 

yimkin, yigu:z, and ga:yiz, which are infelicitous in the conditional. 
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 Another criterion to examine is the felicity of different modals in factive clauses. Factive 

clauses are those in which the truth of the propositional material within the scope of the clause is 

necessarily presupposed. An example of such a context is John is surprised that…, since a 

proposition such as John is surprised that Mary is here necessarily presupposes the truth of Mary 

is here. In Arabic, the active participle mistaɣrab ‘surprised’ is also factive, as seen in the 

Levantine sentence in (41): 

 

(41) hiyya mistaɣrabe       in         ʕi:sa: baʕd-o      ma    radd     ʕale:ha 

 she    surprise.PART COMP  Isa    still-3msg NEG answer  on-3fsg 

‘She is surprised that Isa still hasn’t answered her calls’ |= ‘Isa still hasn’t answered her 

calls’ 

 

Because the content in the clause is a presupposed fact, a subjective modal that represents 

pragmatic interpersonal content rather than the required type factual ideational content is 

presumably not felicitous in such a context, while an objective modal would be felicitous. This is 

true of English, as seen in (42): 

 

(42) a. ?Mary is surprised that maybe John is failing. 

 b. Mary is surprised that it is possible that John is failing. 

 

However, in the case of Egyptian, speakers report that all modals are permitted in the context of 

such a clause: 
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(43) Huwwa mistaɣrab         an        el-ko:n           mumkin/yimkin/yigu:z/ga:iz yiku:n  

            He        surprise.PART COMP the-universe   possible                                be.3msg 

 bada                       b-ʔinfiga:r 

            begin.PAST.3msg  in-explosion 

 ‘He is surprised that the universe might have begun in an explosion’ 

 

In (43) we see no divergence in usage of the modals. This result tells us that the Egyptian modals 

all do display some evidence of objectivity under this particular diagnostic. 

 We also observe a divergence in the role of mumkin and other modals in counterfactual 

contexts. The dialogue in (44) shows that mumkin is more likely to be uttered by a speaker when 

he or she wishes to make his or her own perspective prominent and other modals are more likely 

to be uttered when the speaker’s perspective is less prominent in comparison with others. 

 

(44) Emad:   ʔe:   da:  baʔa ha-t-rodd             ʕa l-mobayl      fi gtima:ʕ 

              what this was  FUT-2sg-answer on the-mobile in meeting 

   ‘What’s this? You’re going to answer your cell phone during a meeting?’ 

  

 Ahmad: yimkin/yigu:z/ga:yiz titʕlaʕ           ħa:ga muhimma 

   possible         turn.out.3fsg thing  important        

    ‘It might be something important.’ 
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   (ten seconds later) 

 

 Ahmad:  walʕlʕa  ma    kanit-ʃ              ħa:ga muhimma  bass ka:n 

   by.God NEG was.3fsg-NEG thing  important  but  was.3msg 

   mumkin  titʕlaʕ            kida   ʕala fikra 

   possible turn.out.3fsg that     on   idea 

   ‘Well, it wasn’t anything important but it could have been, I’ll have you  

   know.’ 

 

In this dialogue, we have two sentences modified by modals spoken by Ahmad. Ahmad first 

claims that the call might, in the near future, be revealed to be something important. Several 

Egyptian respondents claimed that in this first context, yimkin, ygu:z or ga:yiz were the most 

natural modals to use. However, in the second context, in which Ahmad justifies his earlier 

decision to answer his phone by describing the past state of affairs, in which the epistemic 

possibility existed for all concerned that the call would be important, it was claimed that mumkin 

was by far the most natural modal to use, going so far as to say that yimkin sounded strange and 

that ygu:z and gaayiz were outright unacceptable. Hence the two contexts display an contrast 

between acceptable modals.  

Recall example (6) from MacFarlane (2003), repeated below: 

 

(6) Sally: Joe might be in Boston. 

 George: No, he can’t be in Boston. I just saw him an hour ago in Berkeley. 
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 Sally: Okay, then, scratch that. I was wrong. 

 

MacFarlane used this example to argue against the idea that the truth of epistemic modal 

statements, such as Joe might be in Boston, is evaluated with respect to the identity of the 

speaker. After all, if this were the case, then Sally could not say she was wrong. Her knowledge-

state allowed her to say truthfully Joe might be in Boston, and if epistemic modal propositions 

are indexed to the knowledge-state of the person who speaks them, then it was factually - that is, 

ideationally - correct, as well. What makes the example of (24) different is that when Ahmad 

says, with the phone still ringing, that the call might turn out to be an emergency, he is sure that 

there is nobody in the relevant “knowledge community” that can know otherwise. Therefore, his 

epistemic evaluation that the call might be an emergency is every bit as valid as the evaluation of 

anyone else. (To make the scenario simple, assume that Ahmad is not actively expecting an 

emergency call, i.e. he does not have a very pregnant wife, a sick relative, etc.) In example (6), 

Sally offers her epistemic evaluation with the understanding that it is entirely her own 

evaluation, and another person who has greater knowledge of the situation can challenge her 

evaluation with their own, more informed evaluation. However, Ahmad makes his claim with 

absolute confidence that nobody can know better (until he answers the phone). It is likely for this 

reason that speakers feel that an objective modal such as yimkin is appropriate, since there is no 

reason for Ahmad to stipulate that his claim is a personal opinion about epistemic likelihood. It 

is thus arguably more natural to use a modal that serves an ideational function and not an 

interpersonal function that puts a focus on Ahmad’s particularized knowledge.  

 In the second modal context, uttered after Ahmad has learned that the call was not an 
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emergency, he justifies his decision to answer his phone by describing his knowledge-state at the 

time that the phone was ringing, i.e. that it allowed for the possibility of the call being an 

emergency. Since he is justifying his own decision, he is making prominent his own personal 

perspective at that time, and is implicitly asking for the addressee Emad to put himself in 

Ahmad’s place to understand why Ahmad answered the phone. For this reason, he uses the 

interpersonal modal mumkin. 

 Based on the evidence presented in this section, we can say that mumkin stands apart 

from yimkin and from yigu:z and ga:yiz based on its association with the speaker’s personal 

perspective, and hence the interpersonal function of communication. However, we find a 

surprising deviation from the classification found in Halliday (1970) and Dik (1989), wherein 

interpersonal, subjective modal operators are associated with non-contribution to truth 

conditions. If subjective modals in Egyptian do not contribute to truth conditions then the 

difference between (39) and (40) is hard to explain. We could theorize that Egyptian Arabic has 

two forms of mumkin, with one mumkin being an interpersonal modal and the other being an 

objective truth-conditional modal; however, that supposition would leave the status uncertain of 

yimkin, ygu:z, and ga:yiz, which do not seem to be at all interpersonal, yet they fail to be 

felicitous in situations where we expect ideational, objective modals to be felicitous.  

There is, in fact, an example of a purely objective and ideational modal expression in Egyptian, 

which is fi: iħtima:l, ‘there is a possibility/likelihood.’ Like yimkin, yigu:z, and ga:yiz, it is not 

used in requests, nor in statements of permission: 
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(45) a. #fi:         iħtima:l     ʔastalaf       ʔalam-ak 

   there.is possibility borrow.1sg pen.POSS.2msg 

  ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ 

 

 b. #fi:        iħtima:l     ti:gi 

  there.is possibility  come.2msg 

  ‘You have my permission to come.’ 

 

However, it can be used in a conditional clause with law:, as seen in (46):  

 

(46) law: fi:         iħtima:l     el-ko:n         yku:n      bada                      b-ʔinfiga:r    kabi:r  

 if     there.is possibility  the-universe be.3msg begin.PAST.3smg in-explosion big 

        ha-nifham                 do:r-na             fi:    izzayy 

 FUT-understand.1pl role-POSS.1pl  in-it how 

 ‘If the universe might have begun with a big explosion, how do we understand our role in 

 it?’ 

 

These examples show that fi: iħtima:l can be used in objective and not interpersonal contexts. It 

occupies a purely objective, ideational role, contributing to truth conditions. It also appears that 

mumkin occupies an interpersonal role, but also belongs to an objective category that can 

contribute to truth conditions. Unlike in English, where subjective and interpersonal categories 
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co-occur, in Egyptian Arabic, it is the objective and interpersonal categories that co-occur in 

mumkin. However, in Egyptian, yimkin, ygu:z, and ga:yiz are difficult to classify, in that they do 

not invoke the personal feelings of speaker or addressee and hence would seem to be ideational 

and objective, but they also seem to be infelicitous in contexts that require ideational content and  

contribution to truth-conditions such as in if-clauses or inside the scope of yinfaʕ. 
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Section 4. Iraqi 

 

In general, Iraqi modals follow Egyptian usage, with a few exceptions. Most notably, in Iraqi 

yimkin tends to pattern with mumkin rather than with yiʤu:z and ʤa:yiz. While Iraqi 

respondents concur with Egpytian respondents that mumkin is the most acceptable modal to use 

in requests, they generally feel that yimkin can fill that role, albeit not quite as naturally. On the 

other hand, as in Egyptian dialect, yʤu:z and ʤa:yiz are not at all acceptable in Iraqi in the 

context of a request: 

 

(47) a. mumkin ʔatʕlub   minn-ik           il-galam 

  possible ask.1sg from-you.msg the-pen 

  ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ 

 

 b. ?yimkin ʔatʕlub   minn-ik            il-galam 

  possible ask.1sg from-you.msg the-pen 

  ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ 

 

 c. *yiʤu:z/ʤa:yiz ʔatʕlub   minn-ik           il-galam 

  possible             ask.1sg from-you.msg the-pen 

  ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ 
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These examples show that whereas in Egyptian yimkin is to be grouped in the same category as 

ygu:z and ga:yiz with respect to requests, we see an indication that in Iraqi that mumkin and 

yimkin are somewhat closer together in terms of acceptability in this context. Unlike Egyptian 

yimkin, Iraqi yimkin can be used in interpersonal contexts. 

 We saw above that Egyptian has a modal yinfaʕ which has both interpersonal and 

objective characteristics. Iraqi also has a modal operator ʔaxa:f or xa:f, which is derived from the 

literal first-person conjugation ʔaxa:f, ‘I fear’. However, the modal is not restricted to 

propositions toward which the speaker has a fearful or even negative attitude; as an example, 

Woodhead and Beane (2003) give the sentence and translation in (48): 

 

(48) ʔaxa:f     ʕan     it-tarfi:ʕ           ma:l-i 

 possible  about  the-promotion  POSS-1sg 

 ‘Hey, maybe it’s about my promotion!’ 

 

Yet even in that particular example, as Woodhead and Beane translate it, the speaker is 

projecting an attitude towards the proposition over which the modal has scope. Based on the root 

from which ʔaxa:f / xa:f  is derived and this translation, it is quite possible that xa:f has an 

interpersonal function in Iraqi, however we need more information to fully evaluate the nature of 

xa:f. It should be noted that one Iraqi speaker mentioned that to him, ʔaxa:f differed in use from 

xa:f with regards to requests, saying that ʔaxa:f was acceptable in a request context and xa:f was 

not, as in (49): 
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(49) ʔaxa:f / ?xa:f     ʔatʕlub   minn-ik           il-galam 

 possible             ask.1sg from-you.msg the-pen    

 ‘Can I borrow your pen?’ 

 

In terms of the interaction of xa:f and other sentential modals, speakers gave contradictory 

reports, with some saying that xa:f could occur immediately left-adjacent, i.e. with higher scope 

than mumkin, but did not seem as naturally fitting left-adjacent to yimkin, and others saying the 

reverse. There will need to be more data collected to determine whether this discrepancy is the 

result of regional differences, or merely idiolectical impressions by the speakers. However, there 

was general agreement that xa:f could not occur immediately left-adjacent to yʤu:z and ʤa:yiz.   

 

(50) xa:f      ?mumkin / ?yimkin /*yiʤu:z/*ʤa:yiz sa:mir  yiʃtuɣul      wiya ʔaxu:  

 maybe   possible                                              Samir  work.3msg with brother POSS.3msg 

 ‘Maybe Samir might work with his brother.’ 

 

The contrast evident in (50) shows once again that in Iraqi mumkin and yimkin tend to behave 

similarly. However, it is considered highly strange for mumkin to be directly left-adjacent to xa:f, 

although perhaps better than the other modal operators: 

 

(51)  ??mumkin /*yimkin /*yiʤu:z/*ʤa:yiz xa:f     sa:mir yiʃtuɣul      wiya ʔaxu:  

     possible                                            maybe Samir  work.3msg with brother POSS.3msg 

 ‘Samir might maybe work with his brother.’ 
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One speaker claimed that all sentences of this kind were acceptable if the subject of the 

proposition, Samir, was fronted ahead of the second modal, so that we would have the acceptable 

sentences in (52): 

 

(52) a. xa:f     sa:mir mumkin/yimkin/yʤu:z/ʤa:yiz  yiʃtuɣul       wiya ʔaxu:  

  maybe Samir possible     work.3msg with brother.POSS.3msg 

  ‘Maybe Samir might work with his brother.’ 

 b. mumkin/yimkin/yiʤu:z/ʤa:yiz  sa:mir xa:f     yiʃtuɣul       wiya  

  possible                                     Samir  maybe work.3smg with 

  ʔaxu: 

brother.POSS.3msg 

   ‘Maybe Samir might work with his brother.’ 

   

The implications of this pattern are unclear. Perhaps by fronting Samir ahead of the second 

modal, Iraqi speakers feel that the two modals contained in the utterance are applied to distinct 

non-overlapping elements of the proposition and so scope is not an issue. That is, in (52a) xa:f is 

interpersonal for the speaker, but in (52b) xa:f is interpersonal for Samir. What is clear is that 

Iraqi allows the interpersonal xa:f to scope over mumkin and yimkin to a greater degree than it 

allows mumkin and yimkin to scope over xa:f. Recall that in Egyptian the modals mumkin, 

yimkin, yigu:z, and ga:yiz were all permitted to scope over yinfaʕ but not vice versa. This would 

seemingly indicate greater subjectivity for the Egyptian modals in general. However, note that in 
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the context provided in (50) Iraqi mumkin and yimkin have the same degree of acceptability, 

which is contrasted with unacceptable yiʤu:z and ʤa:yiz. In Egyptian, yimkin almost always 

patterns with yigu:z and ga:yiz rather than mumkin.  

 With regard to conditional sentences, one Iraqi speaker had difficulty accepting any 

modal in the antecedent clause, whereas others reported that both mumkin and yimkin were 

acceptable in a conditional clauses but not yiʤu:z and ʤa:yiz. Sentences (53) and (54) show this 

pattern, which differs from that of Egyptian regarding the acceptability of yimkin in conditional 

clauses. 

(53) ʔiða mumkin / yimkin il-ko:n          bida                      b-infiʤaar    iʃlo:n iħna: 

 if     possible              the-universe begin.PAST.3msg in-explosion how   we 

 nifham        do:r-na             bi: 

 understand role-POSS.1pl  in.it 

 ‘If the universe might have begun with an explosion, how can we understand our role in  

 it?’ 

 

(54) *ʔiða  yiʤu:z / ʤa:yiz:     il-ko:n          bida                       b-infiʤaar    iʃlo:n iħna: 

   if       possible                 the-universe begin.PAST.3msg in-explosion how   we 

  nifham        do:r-na             bi: 

  understand role-POSS.1pl  in.it 

  ‘If the universe might have begun with an explosion, how can we understand our role in  

  it?’ 
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As we saw with interpersonal requests above, Iraqi seems to pattern mumkin and yimkin together. 

The same is true in a factive clause, such as in (55) and (56), where mumkin and yimkin are again 

both acceptable, but the other modals yiʤu:z and ʤa:yiz are not: 

 

(55) huwwa mstaɣrib  inn       il-ko:n          mumkin/yimkin  bida                      b-infiʤaar 

 he        surprised COMP the-universe possible              begin.PAST.3msg in-explosion 

 ‘He’s surprised that the universe might have begun with an explosion.’ 

 

(56) *huwwa mstaɣrib  inn       il-ko:n          yiʤu:z / ʤa:yiz: bida                       b-infiʤaar 

  he        surprised  COMP the-universe possible     begin.PAST.3msg in-explosion 

 ‘He’s surprised that the universe might have begun with an explosion.’ 

 

For another example of mumkin and yimkin patterning together, we can contrast Iraqis’ judgment 

of a similar dialogue to the Egyptian dialogue in (44) about the cell phone call, wherein a speaker 

justified a previous decision in light of what was an epistemic possibility. While Egyptian 

speakers believed it was necessary to use mumkin while talking about the past counterfactual, 

Iraqi speakers report that either mumkin or yimkin may be used in this context, as in (57) below: 

 

(57) Emad:  ʃinu  hayy raħ   it-rodd        ʕa l-mobayl     ma:lt-ik     b-iʤtima:ʕ  

   what this  FUT 2sg-answer on the-mobile POSS-2sg in-meeting 

   ‘What’s this? You’re going to answer your cell phone during a meeting?’ 
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 Ahmad: yimkin/yiʤu:z/ʤa:yiz yitʕlaʕ               ʃi       tʕa:riʔ 

   possible                      turn.out.3msg  thing emergency 

   ‘It might be an emergency.’ 

   

   (ten seconds later) 

 

   walʕlʕa  ma    tʃan           ʃi       tʕa:riʔ        bass tʃan    

   by.God NEG was.3msg thing emergency but  was.3msg 

   mumkin/yimkin/??yʤu:z/??ʤa:yiz yitʕlaʕ             hi:tʃ 

   possible                                           turn.out.3msg thus 

 

Recall that in Egpytian, yimkin was considered strange in that context, possibly because it is a 

context largely defined by the speaker explaining his own mindset. However, apparently in Iraqi 

yimkin is acceptable here. This seems to be the continuation a general trend, that is, where 

Egyptian shows sharp contrast between mumkin and yimkin in certain contexts, Iraqi tends to 

merge them.  

Curiously, one instance in which Iraqi mumkin displays markedly different behavior from yimkin 

is in a dialogue in which the speaker expresses a proposition with a sentential modal and the 

addressee expresses agreement. When the speaker uses mumkin as the sentential modal in Iraqi, 

then agreement on the part of the addressee is most naturally understood to mean agreement with 

the proposition within the scope of mumkin, that is, excluding the modal, as in (58): 
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(58) Ahmad:  mumkin sa:mir ʤawwa maktab-a 

     possible Samir  inside    office.POSS.3sg 

   ‘Samir might be in his office.’ 

 

 Amir:  sʕaħħ 

   correct 

   ‘That’s right.’ (= Yes, Samir is in his office.) 

 

However, when a speaker uses yimkin, yʤu:z, or ʤa:yiz, then agreement by the addressee is 

understood to refer to the proposition including the modal: 

 

(59) Ahmad: yimkin/yiʤu:z/ʤa:yiz  sa:mir ʤawwa  maktab-a 

     possible                       Samir  inside    office.POSS.3sg 

   ‘Samir might be in his office.’ 

 

 Amir:  sʕaħħ 

   correct 

   ‘That’s right.’ (= Yes, Samir might be in his office.) 

 

Based on the framework of functional grammar, this result if mumkin has a natural interpretation 

as a interpersonal modal operator. Frawley uses the expression “beneath challenge” (1993: 411) 

in describing subjective modals, because when a modal is likely to be interpreted by the 
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addressee as subjective, it is not a part of the content that the addressee may agree or disagree 

with. If the modal is interpreted as objective, it is a part of the content that the addressee may 

agree or disagree with, as seen in (60): 

 

(60) a. Joe: Is Samir maybe in his office?  

  Sally: Yes. (= He is in his office) 

 

 b. Joe: Is it possible that Samir is in his office? 

  Sally: Yes. (= It is possible that he might be in his office) 

 

The example of (58-59) therefore provides evidence that mumkin is subjective and not part of 

ideational content, and yimkin, yʤu:z, and ʤa:yiz are objective and are part of that content. This 

example is rather anomalous in light of the other contexts in Iraqi dialect in whixh yimkin and 

mumkin patterned together. Note also that Egyptians had some difficulty applying the agreement 

diagnostic. Most felt that an utterance of “that’s right” was not felicitous as a reply to a 

expression of epistemic possibility, and that in such a scenario the addressee would be most 

likely to simply repeat the modal. 
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The comparison of Egyptian and Iraqi are summarized in the below chart: 

Context Type Egyptian Iraqi 
requests only mumkin is acceptable mumkin, marginally yimkin 

conditional clauses only mumkin is acceptable mumkin or yimkin 

factive clauses all modals acceptable, 
including gaayiz and yguuz mumkin or yimkin 

agreement by addressee  inconclusive mumkin does not pattern with 
yimkin 

past counterfactual involving 
speaker’s perspective only mumkin is acceptable mumkin or yimkin 

 Table 2: comparison of Egyptian to Iraqi 

From this data, we may be able to hypothesize that in Iraqi, yimkin is moving on a trajectory 

towards the interpersonal, although in many contexts, such as the agreement of an addressee with 

an utterance containing yimkin, it has the property of an ideational objective. In Egyptian, yimkin 

is evidently further behind in this trajectory, as Egyptian yimkin does not demonstrate as many 

interpersonal properties as does Iraqi yimkin. Subjectivity and objectivity are, of course, not fixed 

properties, but ends of a spectrum. Recall that Traugott (1989), using historical examples from 

English, claims that modal expressions are unidirectional in their historical movement towards 

subjectivity and the interpersonal. As stated previously, in Arabic subjectivity does not seem to 

co-occur with the interpersonal. We do not have enough information to say whether or not 

yimkin is becoming more subjective, but based on its becoming similar to mumkin in its use, it is 

clearly becoming more interpersonal.  
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Section 5. Levantine 
 

Generalizing about the behavior of modals in Levantine is difficult and cannot capture a true 

picture, as “Levantine” is a blanket term covering a number of dialects. More study is needed to 

determine variation within spoken Levantine Arabic. However, the responses of the Levantine 

speakers in this study do show apparent variations from Egyptian and Iraqi, particularly in the 

use of mumkin. 

First, regarding requests, Levantine does show the same contrast seen in Egyptian and 

Iraqi. Note that Levantine dialects require an indicative marker b- prefixed to yʒu:z, and the 

Levantine speakers with whom I spoke do not use ʒa:yiz in their native dialects (Lebanese and 

Syrian). 

 

(61) a. mumkin  ʔastaʕmil  ʔalam-ak 

  possible  use.1sg     pen-POSS.2msg 

  ‘Can I use your pen?’ 

 

 b. *yimkin   ʔastaʕmal ʔalam-ak 

  possible   use.1sg    pen-POSS.2msg 

  ‘Can I use your pen?’ 

 

 c. *biʒu:z    ʔastaʕmal ʔalam-ak 

  possible use.1sg     pen-POSS.2msg 

  ‘Can I use your pen?’ 
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Unique to Levantine is the modal operator fi-, consisting of the preposition fi: ‘in’ and an object 

pronoun suffix. This modal has a wide range of uses. Sentence (62) demonstrates its use in 

interpersonal contexts: 

 

(62) fi:-ni  ʔastaʕmil ʔalam-ak 

 in-me use.1sg    pen-POSS.2msg 

 ‘Can I use your pen?’ 

 

This modal may also be used as an expression of inherent ability: 

 

(63) ħabi:bt-i                    fi:-a    tʃu:f       ʃaʕra ʕal ʔami:sʕi 

 girlfriend-POSS.1sg in-her see.1fsg hair    on shirt-POSS.1msg 

 ‘My girlfriend can spot a single hair on my shirt!’ 

  

The modals mumkin, yimkin, and biʒu:z may occur to the left of [fi + pronoun], as in (64) below. 

This is similar to what we see in Egyptian with yinfaʕ: 

 

(64) a. sa:mir mumkin  fi:-o    yiʒi 

  Samir  possible in-him come.3sg 

  ‘[I say] Samir is allowed to come.’ 
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 b. sa:mir yimkin  fi:-o    yiʒi 

  Samir  possible in-him come.3sg 

  ‘Samir may be able to come.’ 

 

 c. sa:mir biʒu:z     fi:-o    yiʒi 

  Samir  possible in-him come.3sg 

  ‘Samir may be able to come.’ 

 

It is important to note that the use of mumkin in Levantine dialects is more restricted, and 

its interpersonal function is quite pronounced. One speaker described mumkin in the context of 

scoping over [fi + pronoun] as in as (64a) as highly performative, indicating that the speaker is 

giving permission, and an epistemic possibility reading is not natural. The other two modals have 

only the epistemic possibility reading. 

Sentence (65) below shows that the modal [fi + pronoun] may occur to the left of the 

modal mumkin, giving rise to the performative reading of the speaker giving permission, whereas 

it is judged to be awkward occurring to the left of yimkin, and biʒu:z:  

 

 

(65) a.   sa:mir fi:-o    mumkin yiʒi 

    Samir in-him possible come.3sg 

   ‘[I say] Samir is allowed to come.’ 
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 b. ??sa:mir fi:-o    yimkin    yiʒi  

     Samir in-him possible come.3sg 

    ‘Samir can maybe come’ 

 

 c. ??sa:mir fi:-o    biʒu:z    yiʒi   

     Samir in-him possible come.3sg 

    ‘Samir can maybe come’ 

 

This is very different from what we saw in Egyptian with yinfaʕ in (38) in which speakers 

rejected occurrences of yinfaʕ occurring to the left mumkin. Here fi:-o occurs to the left of 

mumkin and makes the interpersonal feature of mumkin all the more prominent. Again, the 

expectation that a subjective epistemic modal will only scope outside a purely ideational 

objective modal is subverted here. The fact that [fi + pronoun] can be interpreted as an inherent 

ability modal is perhaps the source of the problem in (64b) and (64c). English speakers may have 

difficulty accepting a sentence such as ??John is able to maybe come.  

 Levantine modals also behave differently from Egyptian and Iraqi modals in conditional 

contexts. Recall the in conditional clauses, Egyptian speakers accepted mumkin but rejected 

yimkin, ygu:z, and ga:yiz, and Iraqi speakers accepted mumkin and yimkin but rejected the other 

two. In conditional clauses, the Levantine speakers I spoke with rejected the presence of any of 

the modals under discussion: 

 

(65) ʔiza *mumkin/*yimkin/*biʒu:z hal-xabba:z bi-yɣiʃʃ               iz-zbu:n          raħ  
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 if       possible                           this-baker   IND-cheat.3msg the-customer  FUT 

 ʔaxabbir     eʃ-ʃurtʕa    ʕan-o 

 inform.1sg  the-police about-him 

 ‘If this baker is possibly cheating the customer, I’ll tell on him to the police.’ 

 

However, in the factive clause ‘He is surprised that’, speakers accepted mumkin and found the 

other two modals awkward. 

 

(66) a. bi-ystaɣrib                     inno     hal-xabba:z mumkin  bi-yɣiʃʃ               iz-zbu:n  

  IND-be.surprised.3msg  COMP this-baker  possible IND-cheat.3msg thecustomer   

  ‘He is surprised this baker might be cheating the customer.’  

 

 b. bi-ystaɣrib                     inno     hal-xabba:z *yimkin/*biʒu:z  bi-yɣiʃʃ                

  IND-be.surprised.3msg   COMP this-baker     possible             IND-cheat.3msg 

  iz-zbu:n 

  the-customer 

  ‘He is surprised this baker might be cheating the customer.’ 

 

Unlike Egyptian, which allows all modals in the context of ‘He is surprised that X’, and Iraqi 

which allows either mumkin or yimkin in the context, Levantine allows only mumkin. This may 

be attributable to a wider gap in interpersonality between Levantine mumkin and Levantine 

yimkin. Levantine mumkin is highly associated with an enhanced role for the speaker as a giver 
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of permission, almost to the exclusion of other meanings. Levantine speakers may interpret (66) 

almost as a deontic sentence along the lines of ‘He is surprised the baker could get away with 

cheating the customer.’ 

From the data presented here, Levantine mumkin is unique among the three dialects in 

that it can occur both either to the left or right of another interpersonal modal with an extreme 

interpersonal reading, and in its appearance in factive clauses that the other modals cannot 

appear in. It is as if the more strongly interpersonal it is, the more the dialect privileges it in 

allowing it to perform functions normally reserved for ideational objective modals. This offers 

further support to the notion that the interpersonal function in Arabic co-occurs with the 

objective category for modals. 
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Section 6. Analysis and Conclusions 

 

 The situation in spoken Arabic regarding subjectivity and objectivity is the reverse of 

what is to be expected. Modals which invoke the speaker’s role more tend to be the most 

acceptable in situations requiring semantic truth conditions. For example, in examining the 

trends of speaker judgments, we repeatedly find that mumkin, despite the fact that across dialects 

it is used in performative interpersonal contexts where the speaker extends an invitation or gives 

or seeks permission, is widely accepted in contexts that appear to call for a proposition that has 

completely identifiable truth conditions with no extraneous content. We could theorize that these 

varieties of Arabic contain in their lexicons two versions of mumkin, one performing an 

interpersonal function, and the other performing an ideational function. However, this would not 

explain the behavior of modals yimkin and yiʒu:z (and variants of the latter), which do not have 

any interpersonal function and do not express the subjectivity of the speaker’s mindset, and often 

fail in those same contexts. Note that we do not approach an explanation for this within the 

framework of the analysis of Mitchell and El-Hassan (1994), which merely attributes to mumkin 

greater modal force than yimkin and yʒu:z. There is no reason why a modal operator expressing 

relatively stronger modal force should be licensed by a certain context and a modal operator 

expressing relatively weaker force should not be licensed by that same context. In fact, we would 

expect that two modal operators which differed only in modal force would be licensed in the 

same contexts and reliably pattern together. 

 My proposal for resolving this contradiction is to suggest that there is a difference in the 

pragmatics of spoken Arabic from the pragmatics of English, wherein spoken Arabic requires 
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that existence of a possibility must be “endorsed” by the speaker’s positive opinion. When the 

speaker uses mumkin, he or she commits his or herself to the truth of the existence of a 

possibility by making his or herself prominent, or by moving “onstage,” to use the terminology 

of Langacker (1985), and personally vouching for the existence of the possibility. When the 

speaker uses yimkin or yʒu:z, he or she is not privileging personal opinion over community 

opinion. In English, however, the truth-conditional expression of the existence of a possibility 

depends on privileging community opinion over the speaker’s personal opinion. For the speaker 

to raise his or her profile by activating the interpersonal function in English is to create doubt 

about the proposition, but in Arabic doing so is necessary to posit the existence of possibility.  

Recall the following line of dialogue in (43), delivered while a cellular phone is ringing: 

 

(43) yimkin/ygu:z/ga:yiz titʕlaʕ            ħa:ga muhimma 

 possible         turn.out.3fsg thing  important        

 ‘It might be something important.’ 

 

In this line of dialogue, the speaker is implicitly acknowledging that his knowledge is no greater 

than anyone else in the relevant community. The possibility is not receiving any special 

endorsement by the speaker, because the speaker did not use an interpersonal subjective modal. 

Therefore the existence of a possibility has not been validated or endorsed by the speaker. Thus, 

a proposition such as yigu:z titʕlaʕ ħa:ga muhimma ‘It might (as far as is known by the relevant 

community) be something important’ cannot appear in, for example, conditional clauses. 

 Let us consider the Egyptian dialogue in (67). 
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(67) Emad:  mumkin  sa:mir fi ʔamri:ka 

   possible Samir in America 

   ‘Samir may be in America.’ 

 

 Ahmad: laʔa da ʔana ʃuft-u                                hina    fi masʕr ʔable   sa:ʕa 

   no    it   I      see.PAST.1sg-OBJ.3msg here   in Egypt before hour 

   ‘No, I saw him here in Egypt an hour ago.’ 

 

 Emad:  walʕlʕa  da ka:n                illi       ʕaraft:u 

   by.God it   is.PAST.3msg which know.PAST.1sg-OBJ.3msg 

‘Well, as far as I knew it was true’ (literally: that’s what I knew, or 

learned) 

 

When I proposed this scenario to a native Egyptian, with Emad asserting a possibility that was 

denied by the addressee, he suggested that this final line was the most natural for Emad to say.  

This line cannot be literally translated into English. In English know is, of course, factive; to say 

that someone knew the content of some proposition presupposes that the proposition that was 

known was, at the time of the state of knowing, true. The equivalent Arabic verb used in (49) is 

likewise factive. However, in (67) Emad asserts that he knew something that was not true. This 

dialogue seems to me quite instructive in how we can understand the difference between spoken 

Arabic and English. In the English example (6), Sally asserted a possibility which was denied by 
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the addressee, and she conceded that she was wrong. In spoken Arabic, Emad’s assertion, 

including the subjective modal mumkin, was a truth-conditional proposition, and his personal 

commitment to the utterance through mumkin was sufficiently strong that in hindsight Emad can 

say that it constituted knowledge.  

 Therefore, the nature of subjectivity in spoken Arabic is different from subjectivity in 

English. A speaker talking about the epistemic existence of a possibility in English is retreating 

from commitment when he or she signals to the addressee that the possibility is founded on 

personal opinion or speculation rather than facts with which the larger community may be 

acquainted. However, in Arabic it is required that the existence of a possibility be founded on a 

personal opinion. When the speaker fails to endorse the existence of a possibility by making the 

speaker’s opinion prominent above the opinion of others, then the existence of possibility is not a 

part of the truth conditions. 

 We also see that Iraqi in general shows some convergence between mumkin and yimkin. 

We might say, following the theory outlined by Traugott (1989), that in Iraqi dialect, yimkin is 

farther in its shift toward strong subjectivity, or association with interpersonal functions of 

communication, than Levantine or Egyptian. Thus, we may hypothesize that in Iraqi yimkin can 

make prominent the speaker’s social role, knowledge, and opinion, whereas in Levantine and 

Egyptian it cannot. 

  In the future, in addition to further work on Levantine to examine possible variation 

between subdialects as was suggested above, it may also be useful to solicit felicity judgments 

regarding epistemic modals in a more organized survey that can collect data regarding age, 

gender, level of education, and other potential markers of social status. These markers may affect 
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how comfortable a speaker feels in asserting an epistemic possibility based on personal opinion, 

or on the other hand how much deference the speaker may wish to show to the hearer by 

retreating from a commitment to an utterance.   

From a grammatical perspective, we may find further divergences in the distribution of 

modals if we examine them in contexts with negation. Oftentimes the presence of negation will 

alter what is allowable in terms of modality. For example, in English both the sentences It can’t 

be raining and it couldn’t be raining are perfectly felicitous with an epistemic modal meaning, 

but of the negated versions of the sentences only It could be raining is acceptable, as *It can be 

raining is not possible. Therefore, it will be beneficial to solicit judgments about the modals 

discussed in negative contexts. Furthermore, the interaction of negation and modality can give 

rise to scope ambiguities; for example a negated modal verb of possibility may have either the 

interpretation ‘It may not be that X’ or ‘It may be that not X’ and a speaker’s default reading 

may differ from dialect to dialect. 
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